
Questions I need answers to….  

1. Q: I lost my dictionary/ note packet / Domain NB. What can I do?  
A: 1. Go to the card catalog where the white HW board is in room 210 and see if there is an extra copy. 

 OR 2. Go to Ms. Crisan's HW page, find the link, print (at home or in the library) another copy.  

OR 3. For the dictionary or HW- Write all your answers on lined paper.  

 

2. Q: I didn't finish my work to turn it in on-time.  Can I turn it in late?  
A: Yes for most things with a 10% penalty/ day late- up to 3 days late.  

Some things are NEVER accepted late (dictionary and extra credit).  

Ms. C. will let you know when a HW assignment or assessment choice may not be turned in late.  

Next time use your planner to keep track of due dates.   

BEING ABSENT the day before an assignment is due or before a test- DOES NOT give you another day!!!! 

All my links to packets, helpful hints, answers to notes &  the textbook is accessible ON-LINE 

 

3. Q: I earned a bad grade on a test/ HW/ Lab/ Project. May I retake/ redo it?  
A: Absolutely, for self-satisfaction so you can see if you achieve mastery BUT your grade will NOT change.  

Next time study/ read your notes daily, seek help for what you don't understand, and actively (not passively) 

participate in class.  

 

On a rare occasion- Ms. Crisan will offer a retake on a TEST…to do this you must: 

1. See Ms.Crisan for re-teaching of the subject.  You MAY NOT retest without re-teaching. 

2. Take the retest when it is offered. 

3. The two grades will then be AVERAGED!  Even if your grade is worse. 

 

4. Q: I want to get my grade up. Can I do extra credit?  
A: Yes, check out my website page, extra credit link.  

Follow the directions & due dates to earn the highest number of points possible.  

Extra Credit is NEVER accepted late.  NO exceptions.  Being absent is NOT an excuse. 

You may turn in hand written or email/ share on-line extra credit documents.   

ALL work & Extra Credit is YOUR work alone.  You may NOT copy or work with another to complete this. 

 

I also offer extra credit on the back of most HW assignments.  The requirements listed above hold true for this 

extra credit as well- No lates.  No copying or working with another. 

 


